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has become syndicai owing to the physiological needs of its
development.'
In January 1922 the Fascist Party held a conference at
Bologna which set up the General Confederation of National
Syndicates. The question then arose, what was to be the
relation of the new organization to the party ? Was it
to be a direct subsidiary, or independent so as to be able
to increase its own membership ? This was put to the
National Council of the party at the beginning of April, and
it was Mussolini again who provided the very typical solution
that e the organizations should be made either strictly
fascist or autonomous according to conditions of time and
place 3. The public services' syndicates, for example, must
be strictly fascist, since they would eventually have to be
used as a starting-point for an action against the state.
In spite of the conception of a syndicai democracy and a
syndicai state, embraced—more and more half-heartedly—
by Grandi and his friends, fascist syndicai organization was
accepted only as a weapon in the political struggle for power.
This was made clear at the first national congress of
Syndicai Corporations held in Milan in June. Mussolini
summed up the significance of this phenomenon in his
speech : c Gentlemen, to win, one must harass and destroy
the enemy in every one of his hiding-places and trenches.5
The new organization announced a membership of 458,000,
including 277,000 peasants and agricultural labourers
(60 per cent) and 72,000 industrial workers (15-7 per cent) ;
the rest were spread out among the public services, transport,
local government officials, intellectual and technical workers.
 *	The bulk of the Corporations ', said Mussolini at the time,
 *	is made up of agricultural labourers \ and chiefly from
districts where fascist agrarian violence had exterminated
the c red * organizations.
Fascism thus had a new end in view, to win recruits for
itsc own ' syndicai organization, and its offensive became all
the more methodical and determined. The debates in the
Chamber at the end of November 1921 and during the
crisis of February 1922 came to nothing. The socialist group
returned to the attack in March, but the resolution
they put forward only obtained a majority of 82 to 79,

